MOSCOW INTERNATIONAL FOTO AWARDS mission is to recognize, reward and expose talented photographers from around the world and introduce them to the creative community in Russia. Our affiliate competition, Tokyo International Foto Awards exhibits our winners’ work in Tokyo, Japan. Photographers from all corners of the world are encouraged to enter their work.
JURY

Jashim Salam  Photographer
Irina Chmyreva  Photovisa
Geoff Reed  Geoff Reed Photography
Robert Berman  Robert Berman Photography
Laurence Gartel  Gartel Art
Thomas Wunsch  Fine Art Photographer & Lecturer
Irina Nedyalkova  Irina Nedyalkova Company
Christina Force  CA+
Nina Anik Kiseleva  National Association of Professionals of the Photoindustry
Serge Strelnikoff  National Association of Professionals of the Photoindustry
Beliy Den  Newsweek Japan
Hideko Kataoka  Yale University Art Gallery
Tiffany Sprague  Craig Ferguson Images
Stephen Perloff  The Phot Review
Lyudmila Tumanova  Photographers Guild
Vladimir Morozov  Head of Studio
Jesper Thomsen  Mews42 Gallery
Kevin O’Connor  Kalectiv
Daria Bonera  DB Agency - Milano
Charlotte Morgan  Morgan Lockyer
Susan Spiritus  Susan Spiritus Gallery
Michael Itkoff  Daylight Books/Fabi
Hugh Merrell  Merrell Publishers
Rohit Vohra  APF
Emanuele Cucuzza  Image in Progress Publication
Lucy Bell  Lucy Bell Fine Art
Roy Flukinger  Harry Ransom Center, The University of Texas in Austin
Sherri Berger  Photography Consultant
Gordon Undy  Pointlight Gallery
Kenneth Zane  Freelance Art/Photo Producer
Steven Brown  History of American Civilization/Harvard University
Hossein Farmani  The Lucie Awards/IPA
Balázs Zoltán Tóth  Hungarian Museum of Photography
Frank Meo  The Photo Closer
Susan Baraz  AtEdge/IPA
Christophe Loviny  Yangon Photo Festival
Tina Schelhorn  Galerie Lichtblick
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FRIENDS
Anima
George Mayer

Carl Gustav Jung believed that there was a feminine beginning, or female part of the psychic setup, in subconsciousness of every man. He gave it the name "Anima", that is “soul” in translation from Greece. The anima is a personification of all feminine psychological qualities that a man possesses, such as haziness and vagueness of feelings and moods. In the process of working on creative projects, I tend to resort to a kind of meditation and try to establish a connection with my anima, which is depicted as a nude female figure. The red circle on the works is a reference to the planet Mars.
‘Sothis Gin’
Wesley Dombrecht / Mathilda Perrot, Belgium
1st Place Winner in Advertising, Professional
Description: For this short serie images, we used an authentic French gin, it’s called ‘SOTHIS gin’ and it’s made by monsieur Maxime Chapoutier. It’s distilled from grapes and wild plants grown near the vineyards in the Rhône Valley. The idea behind it, was to work around this gin, the herbs & the making of a drink with it, while combining it in some dynamic images. We used an artistic, graphic approach, with minimal styling, which gives it an aesthetic appearance.

Spices
Max Faber, Germany
2nd Place Winner in Advertising, Professional
Description: Lettering with different Spices together with Emil Bienfeld 2021
Chili Curry Salt
Crumbling Beauty of Petersburg
Evgenii Domanov, Russian Federation
1st Place Winner in Architecture, Professional
Description: I filmed this episode in the city of St. Petersburg. The photo shows the front entrances of apartment buildings and mansions. Many of them are not being restored and are being destroyed. Unfortunately, many of them will soon remain only in the photo ...

Union of Diversity
Paul Brouns, Netherlands
2nd Place Winner in Architecture, Professional
Description: For me as an admirer of façades, “Omnizorg” in Apeldoorn (NL) is a very nice complex. The building’s destination is a shelter for the homeless, drug addicts and people with psychiatric disorders. In spite of this noble, yet challenging function, the façade expresses a bright and structured playfulness through the colourful window shutters in many different positions in combination with the reflective / glazed surface of the bricks.
Moments Reflected
Øyvind Hjelmen, Norway
1st Place Winner in Book, Professional
Description: Øyvind Hjelmen welcomes viewers into his richly poetic and mysterious photographic world. The lyrically sequenced and meticulously printed duotone plates presented in this volume are characterized by deep shadows, bursts of penetrating light, and the gauzy aesthetics often associated with analog photographs made using plastic or other low-tech cameras. His enigmatic photographs maneuver slowly below the surface. It is on this subliminal level that the personal becomes universal and alludes to the human experiences of memory, fear, loss, sexuality, hope, nightmares, and doubt.

Mincéirs (Irish Travellers)
Joseph-Philippe Bevillard, Ireland
2nd Place Winner in Book, Professional
Description: Upon Joseph-Philippe Bevillard’s move from the US to Ireland at the beginning of the new millennium, he hailed a taxi ride from Shannon Airport. Just minutes into the ride, he caught his first glimpse into the world of Irish Travellers (Mincéirs). Witnessing their effervescent spirit and nomadic lifestyle captivated Bevillard, and ignited something personal in him. A seed was planted that would, many years and many friendships later, change his course and life as an artist and lead to his most defining and celebrated body of work, presented here, for the first time, in book form.
The Last Days of Stepanakert
Ricardo Garcia Vilanova, Spain
1st Place Winner in Editorial, Professional
Description: An unresolved decades-old conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh, a mostly ethnic Armenian enclave in Azerbaijan near the border between the two countries, flared up on September 27, resulting in the killing of thousands of soldiers and civilians on both sides over the next six weeks. The latest escalation of violence was the worst seen since the 1990s, turning Stepanakert - the de facto capital of the breakaway state, which calls itself the Republic of Artsakh - into a fading and besieged city. These were the last days of Stepanakert.

Unyielding Floods
Peter Caton, United Kingdom
2nd Place Winner in Editorial, Professional
Description: Floods in South Sudan have triggered an alarm for acute food insecurity across the country, says IPC report. About 1.3 million children suffer from acute malnutrition, exacerbated by the spread of malaria and unsafe drinking water connected to the floods. 1 million people have been affected by the floods since July 2020; Jonglei State is at the heart of the devastation. The isolated area of Old Fangak, north of Jonglei, will starve by the start of 2021. This project documents the devastation on three levels: natural disaster, food insecurity, loss of dignified living.
Tableaux Vivants
Alessia Santambrogio, Italy
1st Place Winner in Events, Professional
Description: The images of this project highlight the desire to inscribe each element within a space composed strictly, so as to create a constant harmony within which the eye is induced to move with curiosity. The most important element is the desire to seek a new relationship between the bodies of the actors and the space in which they move like in a painting. The ample breath given to the scenes is predominant and seems to widen beyond the boundaries of the scenic dimension and in which the delicate relationships between the individuals, can be perceived.

The Wedding Day
Rui Caria, Portugal
2nd Place Winner in Events, Professional
Description: At the entrance to the church, on the wedding day, I heard shouts behind me: was the bride and godparents trying to hold the balloons that were flying.
Anima

George Mayer, Russian Federation
1st Place Winner in Fine Art, Professional

Description: Carl Gustav Jung believed that there was a feminine beginning, or female part of the psychic setup, in subconsciousness of every man. He gave it the name “Anima”, that is “soul” in translation from Greece. The anima is a personification of all feminine psychological qualities that a man possesses, such as haziness and vagueness of feelings and moods. In the process of working on creative projects, I tend to resort to a kind of meditation and try to establish a connection with my anima, which is depicted as a nude female figure. The red circle on the works is a reference to the planet Mars.

Wire

Liliane Schwab, Canada
2nd Place Winner in Fine Art, Professional

Description: The Wire. Playing with old wire and objects found in my home. It’s always a game to discover what you can create. An other visual adventure with some frustration on the way. The wire has it’s own stubborn personality. It does not always end up as planned. I surrender to my wire and work till it looks good. I never analyze my work, it’s just what it is. The end result. Still an ongoing project.
Pollino: A Look Into The Past
Roksolyana Hilevych, Italy
1st Place Winner in Nature, Professional
Description: The loricate pines in the Pollino park appear to those who look at them, clinging to the rocks, exposed to the rigors of winter, winds and bad weather that draw their contours in a unique way; almost as if they were moving arms pointing to the sky, legendary figures with tormented movements, offer scenarios that entice the visitor to interpret with their own creativity.

B eing in the midst of the loricate pines or “living fossa” is like a fairytale, it seems to go back in time. A place that is little known and unexplored, however it deserves to be seen all over the world.Pollino NP.

Salty World
Boyan Ortse, Netherlands
2nd Place Winner in Nature, Professional
Description: A serie of the unknown pink salt pans in the south of France shot by drone.
Prozac
Arseniy Neskhodimov, Russian Federation
1st Place Winner in People, Professional
Description: Since I was 20, I have been prone to depression. Finding antidepressants unhelpful, I decided to get out of Moscow and find somewhere I could be happier, chronicling my own experiences. But the depression followed me. People imagine that depression is like ordinary unhappiness, only more so. It isn’t. And the things we typically do to cheer ourselves up can’t be relied on as treatments. I tried a change of scene to get away from my troubles, but to no avail. I think depression has to be understood and treated as an illness, although I am not sure how.

Bubble Boy
George Kamper, United States
2nd Place Winner in People, Professional
Description: Series of whimsical images created by husband and wife team George and Sherryl Kamper while self isolating during the corona pandemic. George and Sherryl engaging in activities representing various yearly milestones and holidays with George inside an inflatable, protective, 6 foot bubble. Images represent a fun approach to reinforcing self isolation during the coronavirus pandemic. ‘Bubble Boy’ is a two person operation. George controls the camera remotely from inside the bubble while Sherryl executes most of the propping, styling and art directing from outside the bubble.
Giancarlo
Giancarlo Marcocci, Italy
1st Place Winner in Portfolio, Professional
Description: Giancarlo suffers from a disabling psychiatric disease, which makes relationships with others, contact with himself and with the world around him difficult. He is an artist; he is simply a free man, even if this freedom must necessarily cost him a continuous internal swing that is difficult to identify, and tries to adapt himself to a world that perhaps is going fast, is asking too much, is tiring. I wanted to tell about his loneliness and highlight how often invisible and silent suffering is hidden in discomfort.

Human
Christy Lee Rogers, United States
2nd Place Winner in Portfolio, Professional
Description: Drama, movement and light come to life in swirls of color, set against the darkness of night in Rogers’ depiction of the strength and opposing vulnerability of humanity. The name human was selected to presuppose a coming together of humanity into a modern renaissance, kindled by adversity and tribulation, and flowering into unforeseen new realities. If art was a passageway into the soul and something more profound within ourselves, she reminds us of our own vulnerabilities within a landscape of hope and magic.
Tz-Ye Bau - Peep
Silver in Advertising/Fashion

Gigi Chung - Drapery Folds
Silver in Advertising/Self-Promotion, Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Tobias Meier - On New Wings
Silver in Advertising/Fashion

Tobias Meier - Paint It Red
Silver in Advertising/Beauty

Brian Klutch - Hamptons Magazine 2020
Silver in Advertising/Product

Jan Šmid, Master Qep - Autumn Lofoten
Silver in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Pavel Paramonov - Coleoptera
Silver in Advertising/Product

Nan-Heui Ho - Sky Lantern Train
Silver in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Anastasia Fursova - Walk On Fields
Silver in Advertising/Beauty

Masumi Shiohara - Identification of Fruits Varieties
Gold in Fine Art/Still Life, Silver in Advertising/Food

Yang - Expressions of Dogs
Gold in Nature/Pets, Silver in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Antoine Morfaux - Burgundy Wine
Silver in Advertising/Food
Stefano Gerardi - Il Velo
Silver in Advertising/Music

Lenworth Johnson - Queen
Bronze in Advertising/Beauty

Natasha Pzenicki - Want Me
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Len Land - Yumi
Bronze in Advertising/Fashion

Brian Klutch - Anchors
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Jul-Hsuan Chung - Oceanic Love Story
Bronze in Advertising/Beauty

Christopher Paul Brown - Radical Play II, Bailey Towriskey, 2019
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Elena Ovodenko - Bread and Sausages Balance
Bronze in Advertising/Food

Takayuki Kikuchi - Porsche Taycan
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Gianluca Micheletti - Sintesi
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Luca Rosati - Voodoo - Genetic Modification -
Bronze in Advertising/Food

Natasha Pszenicki - Want Me
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Glenn Goldman - Arne Quinze and Santiago Calatrava
Bronze in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Gianluca Micheletti - Sintesi
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Luca Rosati - Voodoo - Genetic Modification -
Bronze in Advertising/Food

Jui-Hsuan Chung - Oceanic Love Story
Bronze in Advertising/Beauty

Christopher Paul Brown - Radical Play II, Bailey Towriskey, 2019
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion
Natasha Pszenicki - Want Me Too
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Shirley Wung - Travel With Fireflies
Bronze in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Erika Valkovicova - Lago Di Braies
Bronze in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Oscar Rialubin - Doha
Gold in Architecture/Cityscapes

Naomi Wu - The White Moon
Bronze in Advertising/Fashion

Nicky Hamilton - The Upside Down
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Paul Brouns - Union of Diversity
Gold in Architecture/Buildings, Silver in Fine Art/Abstract

Jun Pagalilauan - Framed
Gold in Architecture/Buildings

Daisuke Kiyota - Mp3
Bronze in Advertising/Beauty

Brian Klutch - Marina B
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Peng-Kang Fang - Great Harbor Bridge
Gold in Architecture/Bridges

Evgenii Domanov - Crumbling Beauty of Petersburg
Gold in Architecture/Interiors
Robert Maynard - Golden City of London
Gold in Architecture/Cityscapes

Shirley Wung - Dry River
Gold in Architecture/Bridges

Pei Hsuan Wu - Concrete Tetrapods
Silver in Architecture/Industrial

Oscar Rialubin - Desert Rose
Silver in Architecture/Buildings

Glenn Goldman - Building Components
Gold in Architecture/Industrial

Peng-Kang Fang - Dapeng Bay Bridge
Silver in Architecture/Bridges

Bahar Kural - Brooklyn Bridge
Silver in Architecture/Bridges

Lee Salutos - Gone
Silver in Architecture/Interiors

Sarah Caldwell - The Stairwell
Silver in Architecture/Interiors

Salvatore Valente - Trulli
Silver in Architecture/Cityscapes

Louis-Philippe Provost - Curves In Colors
Silver in Architecture/Buildings

Bahar Kural - Manhattan From Brooklyn
Silver in Architecture/Bridges

Pei Hsuan Wu - Concrete Tetrapods
Silver in Architecture/Industrial

Robert Maynard - Golden City of London
Gold in Architecture/Cityscapes

Shirley Wung - Dry River
Gold in Architecture/Bridges

Pei Hsuan Wu - Concrete Tetrapods
Silver in Architecture/Industrial

Oscar Rialubin - Desert Rose
Silver in Architecture/Buildings

Glenn Goldman - Building Components
Gold in Architecture/Industrial

Peng-Kang Fang - Dapeng Bay Bridge
Silver in Architecture/Bridges

Bahar Kural - Brooklyn Bridge
Silver in Architecture/Bridges

Lee Salutos - Gone
Silver in Architecture/Interiors

Sarah Caldwell - The Stairwell
Silver in Architecture/Interiors

Salvatore Valente - Trulli
Silver in Architecture/Cityscapes

Louis-Philippe Provost - Curves In Colors
Silver in Architecture/Buildings

Bahar Kural - Manhattan From Brooklyn
Silver in Architecture/Bridges
Glenn Goldman - Points
Silver in Architecture/Industrial

Guanghui Gu - Hymn of The Building Site
Silver in Architecture/Buildings

Louis-Philippe Provost - San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Pierre Bekenfant - Louis-Philippe
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Glenn Goldman - Industrial Retrofit
Bronze in Architecture/Industrial

Marcel Van Balken - LonelyBiker
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Bahar Kural - Manhattan In A Cage
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

Vincent M. - L'Abbaye Du Mont Saint-Michel
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Jonathan Banks - Light Wall
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

John Glynn - Queensferry Crossing, Edinburgh
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges

Bahar Kural - Respect (For The Empire State)
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

Glenn Goldman - Growth
Bronze in Architecture/Industrial
Michel Lavallee - Vimy The Angle Bridge
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges

Katti Borne - Tums of Time
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

Haixhian Chen - Bulb
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Tim Franco - Unperson - Portraits of North Korean Defectors
Gold in Book/Documentary

Ahmed Thabet - Extreme Forms
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Mi Yee Mariana Poon - Robot
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Oyvind Hjelmen - Moments Reflected
Gold in Book/Fine Art

Donata & Bruno Senechal - Hawaii Nature
Gold in Book/Nature

Ian Bly - Portal Beckon
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges, Bronze in Nature/Sunset

Christiaan Van Heijst - Hong Kong - City Lights
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

Joseph-Philippe Bevillard - Mincéirs (Irish Travellers)
Gold in Book/Documentary

Kureng Dapel - Water For Naalatimi
Gold in Book/People
Cheraine Collette - Marvels
Gold in Book/Fine Art

Silver in Book/Documentary

Karola Jansen - Un Natural Species
Silver in Book/Nature

Daniela Brugger - Feuerwerk
Bronze in Book/Nature

Joakim Kocjancic - E U R O P E A
Silver in Book/Fine Art

Glen Perotita - 2020 'A Year In Vision'
Silver in Book/People

Jose Ney Mila Espinosa - Land, Land, Land
Bronze in Book/Documentary

Stojan Saveksi - Ohrid-Cultural and Spiritual Heritage
Bronze in Book/Documentary

Dimitris Sideridis - Rafael Trejo - Dukes On The Ropes
Silver in Book/Documentary

William Frej - Maya Ruins Revisited
Silver in Book/Fine Art

Piotr Bieniek - Portrait of The Unporttraitable
Bronze in Book/Fine Art

Ying Ang - The Quickening
Bronze in Book/Documentary
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners

**Daniel Skwarna** - Desert Dweller
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay, Bronze in People/Portrait

**Valery Melnikov** - Paradise Lost
Silver in Editorial/General News

**Michael Gutsche** - The Arctic Key to Global Warming
Silver in Editorial/Environmental

**Rodrigo Koraicho** - Beach Epiphany
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay

**Brian Cassey** - Tears For George Floyd
Silver in Editorial/Political

**Pablo Lasaosa** - Spanish Army Balmis Operation During Covid
Silver in Editorial/General News

**Juan L Hernandez** - End Winter
Silver in Editorial/Fashion

**Ulim Hong** - City Soleil : A Grandmaster
Gold in Events/Sport, Silver in Editorial/Sports

**Caesar Lima** - Jaq
Silver in Editorial/Personality

**Vincent Pfleiger** - The Last Strip Club of Miami Beach
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay

**Alain Schroeder** - Black Hole
Silver in Editorial/Environmental

**Andoni Lubaki** - Mud Swings In Fire Fields
Silver in Editorial/Conflict
Eduardo Vega Hilems - Those Who Were Never Found
Bronze in Editorial/Political

Erik Messori - Drag Syndrome
Bronze in Editorial/Photo Essay

Anatoly Zhdanov - The Last Day of Ukhtasar
Bronze in Editorial/Photo Essay

Sj Seungjong Lee - Lost City, Seoul
Bronze in Editorial/Environmental

Eduardo Lopez Moreno - Light and Dark In A World of Covid
Bronze in Editorial/General News, Bronze in Events/Other

Andoni Lubaki - Refugee Girl With Teddy Bear
Bronze in Editorial/Conflict

Neil Spence - The Female Eunuch, Fifty Years On
Bronze in Editorial/Personality

Eduardo Lopez Moreno - The Octopus Hunters
Bronze in Editorial/Photo Essay

Jose Eduardo Breda Junior - Pele
Bronze in Editorial/Fashion

Kam Hong Kenneth Tang - Strength
Gold in Events/Music

Alessia Santambrogio - Tableaux Vivants
Gold in Events/Other
Sarah Jenkins - Golden Eagle Festival Mongolia  
Gold in Events/Other

Rui Caria - The Wedding Day  
Gold in Events/Wedding

Ling Jyl Chao - Cycling Team  
Silver in Events/Sport

Tim Clayton - A Different Kind of Open  
Silver in Events/Sport

Jerry Grasso - Ballooning  
Gold in Events/Sport

Cain Shimizu - Rescue Unit  
Silver in Events/Other

Art Angle - 2020 S2O Taiwan Songkran  
Silver in Events/Music

Each Lee - The Taiwan Bride’s Daily Dream  
Silver in Events/Wedding, Bronze in People/Wedding

Oleg Zinkovetsky - Alone Under The Tree  
Silver in Events/Wedding

Cain Shimizu - Balloon Race  
Silver in Events/Sport
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners

Kam Hong Kenneth Tang - New Light
Bronze in Events/Music

Thom Trauner - Thankfulness
Bronze in Events/Wedding

Andy Chua - The Close Fight
Bronze in Events/Sport

Richard Li - Phantasmagoria
Gold in Fine Art/Landscape

Sam Sarkis - Fairytale
Bronze in Events/Wedding

Jerry Grasso - In The Groove
Bronze in Events/Sport

Liliane Schwab - Wire
Gold in Fine Art/Still Life

Zoltan Toth - Lost Animals
Gold in Fine Art/Special Effects

Cheng-Hung Shih - Monga Festival
Bronze in Events/Other

Luigi Rota - L’Emozione Non Ha Voce
Bronze in Events/Wedding

George Mayer - Anima
Gold in Fine Art/Textures

Salem McBunny - Grandma
Gold in Fine Art/Portrait
Francesco Carella - Deliberated Altered Lights
Gold in Fine Art/Portrait

Jitka Horazna - Masopust (Shrove tide)
Gold in Fine Art/Other

Kristina Mitrieva - White Silence
Silver in Fine Art/Portrait

Nazli Abbaspour - Reincarnation
Gold in Fine Art/Collage, Silver in Fine Art/Other

Cas Slagboom - Habitat
Gold in Fine Art/Collage

Luciano Cotana - Mother Nature
Gold in Fine Art/Nudes

Julia Sh - Heavenly Bodies
Silver in Fine Art/Nudes

Aldo Frezza - Terrei Incognitae
Silver in Fine Art/Abstract

Luca Fornaciari - The Magic of Astrophotography
Gold in Fine Art/Abstract

Diego Papagna - Food Painting
Silver in Fine Art/Still Life

Evgenii Domanov - Lockdown
Silver in Fine Art/Landscape

Natasha Pazenicki - "Great" Britain
Silver in Fine Art/Portrait
Georgy Chernyadyev - Ballet
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Raka Nyari - Mother Ink
Bronze in Fine Art/Nudes

Patrizia Burra - Angels
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Cheraine Collette - Nude Elephant Dust
Bronze in Fine Art/Nudes

Anne-Claire Vimal Du Monteil - The Hand
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

Glenn Goldman - Have A Ball
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Cheraine Collette - Futuristic Birth
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

Steven Manolakis - The Kimberley
Silver in Nature/Aerial, Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Mike Simon - Soulfire
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape, Bronze in Nature/Landscapes

Eugenii Domanov - Maldives In Color
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Gjeri Rogrili - What Nature Knows
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Jaqueline Vanek - Thi Ancient Sages
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage
Tara Fallaux - Living On The Edge
Bronze in Fine Art/Still Life

Stephen Spartana - Night Hat
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Matteo Chinellato - Burano Island In Collodion Style
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

Lee Ching Kai - Multi-Angled, Multi-Opacity, 360-Degree Tree
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Mike Simon - Gold Rush
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Sharon Tenenbaum - Inside Out
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Alberto Fornasari - Light and Fog In Tuscany
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Andrea Hamilton - Portals to Nature
Bronze in Fine Art/Portrait

Cheraine Collette - Golden Ratio
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Mikhail Semenov - Bushido
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstracts

Jan Šmíd, Master Qep - Nights Under The Milky Way
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Alexander Sviridov - Don Juan
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage
Bence Mate - Sunset Wonders
Gold in Nature/Sunset

Sukeun Kim - First Step
Silver in Nature/Panoramic

Norbert Wabnig - Willow - Study No. 4
Silver in Nature/Trees

Izabela Lapinska - Calla - Meristem
Silver in Nature/Flowers

Reiko Takahashi - Dolphin Line
Silver in Nature/Underwater

Johan Siggesson - The Dawn of Man
Silver in Nature/Wildlife

Renata Romeo - Double Turtle
Silver in Nature/Underwater

Stasys Povilaitis - Stallions
Silver in Nature/Pets

Kazuaki Koseki - Summer Forest Fairies
Silver in Nature/Seasons

Brice Weaver - Great White
Silver in Nature/Underwater

Andrej Tarfila - Church of Saint Ursula On The Fields Before
Silver in Nature/Aerial

Nick Psomiadis - Splice of Iceland
Silver in Nature/Landscapes
Johan Siggesson - Tenderness
Silver in Nature/Wildlife

Ian Ely - Oeuvre
Silver in Nature/Panoramic, Silver in Nature/Sunset

Francisco Negroni - Chaltén.
Silver in Nature/Landscapes

Cécile Zahorka - Forgotten Horses
Silver in Nature/Pets

Thomas Vijayan - The World Is Going Upside Down
Silver in Nature/Wildlife

Rolf Gemperle - Immortal Forest
Silver in Nature/Trees

Richard Li - Phantom of The Lake Natron
Silver in Nature/Aerial

Victor Lima - Iguassu Falls - Water World
Silver in Nature/Landscapes

David Martín Castan - Sunset Around The World
Silver in Nature/Sunset

Marcio Estevão Cabral - Pandora
Silver in Nature/Flowers

Stanley Aryanto - Stand Tall
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Stone Peng - Open Up
Bronze in Nature/Flowers
Tomáš Neuwirth - Inversion
Bronze in Nature/Sunset

Cécile Zahorka - Polòlie
Bronze in Nature/Pets

Craig Bill - Valley of Dreams
Bronze in Nature/Panoramic

Serge Melesan - Breath
Bronze in Nature/Underwater

Hsiaoshin Chen - Over The Iceberg (Black and White)
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Thomas Mauroschat - Landscapes of Norway
Bronze in Nature/Landscapes

Tomáš Neuwirth - The Three Trees
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Chung-Chien Chiang - Gold Autumn
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

George Garcia - Fairy Tale
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife

Hsiaoshin Chen - Frozen
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Yuki Hamanaka - Aesthetic Sense of The City
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Nico Trinkhaus - Sunsets of The World
Bronze in Nature/Sunset
Shirley Wung - Garden In The Mist
Bronze in Nature/Flowers

Thomas Vijayan - Lake Rudolf Sprinkle
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Suheun Kim - Spring Sheet Music
Bronze in Nature/Panoramic

Akira Nanjo - Golden Angel
Bronze in Nature/Underwater

Alice Hsu - Veins
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Dorota Senechal - White Ghost
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife

Arseniy Neskhodimov - Prozac
Gold in People/Self-Portrait

Joe Lai - Silver Rays
Gold in People/Wedding
Brian Cassey - The Yarrick Family of Kunhanhaa
Silver in People/Family

Tadej Turk - Insomniac
Silver in People/Portrait

Rodrigo Koraicho - Devotion
Silver in People/Portrait

Steve Rych (Stéphane Chery) - Scènes De Vie D’Une Plage À
Silver in People/Lifestyle

Jaqueline Vanek - Delicate Fragments
Silver in People/Self-Portrait

Luigi Rota - Avvolto Dalla Tiepida Luce Dell’Alba
Silver in People/Children

Marios Forsos - Tribes of Kenya and Tanzania
Silver in People/Culture

Luigi Rota - Alla Luce Del Tramonto
Silver in People/Wedding

Jo Lauren - The Heads
Silver in People/Family

Anna Tarabrina - Natural Drawings
Silver in People/Self-Portrait

Dmitry Ersler - Pills
Silver in People/Lifestyle

David Degelin - Cry Me A River
Silver in People/Portrait, Bronze in People/Culture

Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners
Thom Trauner - Bride At The Lake
Bronze in People/Wedding

Isabella Franceschini - Pink Hopland
Bronze in People/Family

Laura Abbott - Nature Unmasked
Bronze in People/Self-Portrait

Judith Minks - Moments In Time
Silver in People/Portrait, Bronze in People/Self-Portrait

Rui Carla - Living With The Pandemic
Bronze in People/Family

Fabio Garminario - Single Portion Life
Bronze in People/Lifestyle

L. Stery (Stéphane Chery) - Jeux D’Enfants Et De Bulles...
Bronze in People/Children

Marios Forsos - Faith and The Faithful
Bronze in People/Culture

Salvatore Valente - La Magia Di Un Pallone
Bronze in People/Children

Suzanne Stein - No Pictures Please
Bronze in People/Culture

Brian Cassey - “The Kids of All Curung”
Bronze in People/Children
Christy Lee Rogers - Human
Gold in Portfolio/Fine Art

Daniele Longo - Mimesis
Gold in Portfolio/Food

Nicoletta Cerasomma - Tithe Muse
Silver in Portfolio/Fine Art

Each Lee - The Asian Bride’s Daily Dream
Bronze in Portfolio/Wedding

Jun Pagaliauan - Kuro I Shiro
Gold in Portfolio/Fine Art

Giampiero Marcocci - Giancarlo
Gold in Portfolio/Personal

Melanie Haberkorn - From Bizarre to Surreal
Bronze in Portfolio/Fine Art

Ulim Hong - City Soleil, A Grandmaster
Bronze in Portfolio/Personal

Paolo Quadrini - Coronavirus Therapy
Silver in Portfolio/Personal

Bence Mata - Moments
Silver in Portfolio/Personal

Salam McBunny - Grandma
Bronze in Portfolio/Personal

Tobias Meier - Paint It Red
Bronze in Portfolio/Advertising
Dandy Lu - Parallel Space
Bronze in Portfolio/Fine Art

Treillet Juliette - Hearth (Foyer)
Bronze in Portfolio/Personal

WINNERS 2021

student/amateur
We are living in very dark times, full of anguish and fear, coming to us through the TV screens with real-time updates on the pandemic and through the window panes with the harrowing sound of sirens that repeat and chase each other all day. The pandemic has upset our lives, suspended them, and locked us up at home, we wait to start living them again. I took these photos of my neighbors during the last period my region was in the red zone. One photo a day, at sunset. A series of portraits of a humanity that looks out, frightened, tense, but hopeful, has emerged.
Hypocritical
Yu-Heng Chen, Taiwan
1st Place Winner in Advertising, Non-professional
Description: It’s OK to be hypocritical.

Live Melodies
Michele Dolci, Italy
2nd Place Winner in Advertising, Non-professional
Description: Live recording of the album i = r
Abandoned Sanatorium
Guenther Reissner, Austria
1st Place Winner in Architecture, Non-professional
Description: Images of an abandoned sanatorium somewhere in Germany.

Toilet Room
Jun Yeh, Taiwan
2nd Place Winner in Architecture, Non-professional
Description: Looking back to our memories, toys were always source of inspiration to kids. Imagine if the toys started moving of their own will in the middle of the night just like the Disney did in the superb film “Toy Story”. The imagination often invites me to the world at night. Walking along the street at the countryside park or beside the ocean, leads me to those “big guys” by chance. In the daytime, they should play a roll and give us an image of what people exactly expected. But at night, well, here’s your chance to meet another side of their personality! I tried using Large Format Film Camera to capture.
Hombrecino (Little Man)
Susana Cabanero, Spain
1st Place Winner in Book, Non-professional
Description: For over 35 years my grandfather kept a list of typed names in his wallet. They were neighbors and friends who had been executed at the start of the Spanish Civil War, and had been missing ever since. Since I was a child, he would often read those names to me, emotional, describing with amazing detail who they were. My desire to understand his longing led me to places that held the memory of the conflict and the disappeared. What I liked best was showing him what I had seen on my return. One day I took him with me to meet with the names of the list for the last time.

07:27:47
Jonas Dahlström, Sweden
2nd Place Winner in Book, Non-professional
Description: The images in this series are part of my book project called "07:27:47". Sorted by the hour, minute and second of their exposure, they form a sequence that takes place during exactly 12 hours. Throughout this project, I tried to capture the graphic beauty of ordinary environments by focusing on the strict and minimalist aesthetics that arise in the interaction between light, shadows and geometric shapes. Combining it with the immediacy of street photography, it can be seen as a study not only of the urban environment, but also of the relationship between this environment and the human being.
Unrest In Portland

Jordan Stern, United States

1st Place Winner in Editorial, Non-professional

Description: Following the death of George Floyd in police custody, protests against police brutality broke out all across the United States. After 48 nights of continued protest in Portland, Oregon, the Trump Administration sent in groups of Federal Agents for the stated purpose of protecting federal property from vandalism. Unmarked Federal Agents in tactical uniforms now policed the protests using less-lethal munitions, flash bangs, tear gas, and arresting protestors to stop the protests. This excessive use of force had the opposite effect and re-ignited the nightly protests to their peak.

Plastic, One Enemy?

Antonio Bernardino Coelho, Portugal

2nd Place Winner in Editorial, Non-professional

Description: A plate, a fish or a heart: all filled with plastic, to remind us that we are eating it.Simplicity is the key to this series, betting on the simple and appealing. Use simple materials and, with these materials, create images, also simple, but that leave us thinking. This is what happens when we see a fish pouring pieces of plastic, a plate of spaghetti that is not, or a fried egg made of lids. Everything addresses the same idea: the ingestion of plastic micro-particles that are already part of the diet of animals and humans.
Wyvern
Alfred Jurcalis, United Arab Emirates
1st Place Winner in Events, Non-professional
Description: Amidst the absence of daylight, women’s crew of Abu Dhabi based dragon boat team (Firebase alpha) in United Arab Emirates, pursue digging their paddles & oars through an evening water exercise illuminated by building lights surrounding their training grounds. All in preparation of an upcoming dragon boat regatta.

The Power of Faith
Vladimir Karamazov, Bulgaria
2nd Place Winner in Events, Non-professional
Description: This is a small Christian church in a municipality near the capital of Bulgaria. Here every year on the day, which is a holiday of beekeepers, an interesting and breathtaking ritual is performed with its beauty and bright vibrations. Hundreds of believers and honey producers gather to celebrate the holiday and honor their patron saint. Thousands of jars of honey and candles are arranged in the shape of a sacred cross to illuminate the honey. The belief is that the fiery copper cross will bring health and a good harvest to beekeepers. It is also believed that consecrated honey has magical and h
The Aesthetic of The Movement
Jean-Paul Soujol, France
1st Place Winner in Fine Art, Non-professional
Description: Getting to find the perfect exposure time to capture the movement of the surf in order to find the perfect harmony of the movement.

White Door
Ahmad Kaddourah, Palestine
2nd Place Winner in Fine Art, Non-professional
Description: White Door Series
Bubble Lion
Matthew Bagley, Australia
1st Place Winner in Nature, Non-professional
Description: I've watched them move the way they interact play express emotion. Before I came to the moment I know what I wanted. Silky smoothness of fur the humanistic expression in their eyes but above all the bridge between air and water the trail that connects them to the surface. A small moment in the underwater world were they feel understood something I can take with me in an image. Now you have my insight into this image hopefully you can feel the bridge that connects us to the surface when you are underneath.

"flowers In The Night" (Series)
Olga Posth, Ukraine
2nd Place Winner in Nature, Non-professional
Description: You are presented the art-photo-series "Flowers in the night" being done late at night as a result of my passion and search for visual and emotional expression of colour. I aimed myself to find and direct some bright chromatic spectrum of light on the live flowers, as the greatest objects to accumulate and pass any variations and vibrations of colour and light. I was guided by not only my knowledge of colour but also by my intuition. There were no fillers or photoshop manipulations.
Muddy Childhood
Vladimir Karaseva, Bulgaria
1st Place Winner in People, Non-professional
Description: This is one of the Roma ghettos in Bulgaria. Near the capital. There, the children live in misery, in rubbish and mud. Forgotten by God? No, forgotten by the state and society. Their problems are never on the agenda. They may wait. And so, day after day, year after year. These little gypsies, I met recently, told me how difficult life they have: poverty, unemployed parents, wooden huts instead of homes, illiteracy. To survive, most are forced to beg or steal. They are such young children but their eyes, apart from being childishly naive, kind and curious, are somehow mature and wise, but at f

The Girl With The Cloudy Head
Anne Ziolo, France
2nd Place Winner in People, Non-professional
Description: During the first and very strict lockdown due to the pandemic of COVID-19 appeared behind the glass the girl with the cloudy head, free in her head and in her mind.
Suspended Lives
Salvatore Montemagno, Italy
1st Place Winner in Portfolio, Non-professional
Description: We are living in very dark times, full of anguish and fear, coming to us through the TV screens with real-time updates on the pandemic and through the window panes with the harrowing sound of sirens that repeat and chase each other all day. The pandemic has upset our lives, suspended them, and locked us up at home. We wait to start living them again. I took these photos of my neighbors during the last period my region was in the red zone. One photo a day, at sunset. A series of portraits of a humanity that looks out, frightened, tense, but hopeful, has emerged.

Forgotten Artcheology
Christian Basetti, Italy
2nd Place Winner in Portfolio, Non-professional
Description: “Artcheology” is a term that I conceived to merge in a single word a creative photographic style linked to the world of abandoned places in decay: art and archeology. Artcheology intended as the discovery of forgotten places of the past. The approach with which I photograph this kind of places is artistic. I don’t limit myself to shoot the desolate scenes with an exclusively documentary spirit, but I always introduce a careful “fine art” vision, inspired by Italian painter Caravaggio, where lights and shadows blend with the environments of ancient times, as in a painting.
Changfang Changchien - Long Road
Bronze in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

T1Ddal - Night Elves
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Taiyoulin - Ice Fire, I Fire
Bronze in Advertising/Product

Jun Yeh - Toilet Room
Gold in Architecture/Buildings

Giuseppe Tambò - Diva
Bronze in Advertising/Beauty

Anastasiya Zorina - Harmony of The World
Bronze in Advertising/Self-Promotion

Rob Bekker - The Erneüs Heermabridge
Gold in Architecture/Bridges

Guenther Reissner - Abandoned Sanatorium
Gold in Architecture/Interiors

Holger Bücker - Fury Car Concert 2
Bronze in Advertising/Music

Yoshimasa Nitta - Disappearing Station (Color Version)
Bronze in Advertising/Travel/Tourism

Niko - Purity of Lines
Gold in Architecture/Bridges

Satheesh Nair - Freedom Tower, Full Moon
Gold in Architecture/Buildings
John Twiname - Wormhole
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Satheesh Nair - Akashi Kaikyo Bridge Classic View
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges

Katrin Blumenschein - Oneforty West
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Dominika Koszowska - Factory At Sunrise
Bronze in Architecture/Industrial

Shuchuan Liu - Otemachi Skyscrapers
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Dominique Dubied - Jetty to Switzerland
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges

Frank Loddenkemper - Blocked Bridge
Bronze in Architecture/Bridges

Alexander Styukhin - Kursovoy 10
Bronze in Architecture/Buildings

Rob Bekker - Pontsteiger Sunset
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

André Wandri - The Japanese Temple
Bronze in Architecture/Interiors

Patrick Hofmann - Siena Skyline
Bronze in Architecture/Cityscapes

Russell Joslin - Alone Forever Sometimes
Gold in Book/Fine Art
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners

Jordan Stern - California's Historic Fire Season
Gold in Editorial/Environmental

Brandon Gorrie - Brutalis Amare
Gold in Editorial/Photo Essay

Feng Ching Wen - Garden of Eden
Gold in Editorial/Fashion

F. Dilek Uyar - In Epicenter of Covid 19
Gold in Editorial/General News

Alfred Jurcalis - Wyvern
Gold in Editorial/Politics, Gold in Events/Sport

David Marciano - Mongolian Contortionism
Gold in Editorial/Sport

Pei Chen Hsieh - Bang of Mission
Gold in Editorial/Conflict

Rohit Lakhani - Skate Soccer - Ghana
Silver in Editorial/Sport

Antonio Bernardino Coelho - Plastic, One Enemy?
Gold in Editorial/Environmental

Antonio Bernardino Coelho - Consumption
Silver in Editorial/Environmental

Gabriela Landa - Europe, Where Are You Headed?
Silver in Editorial/Politics, Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners
Simone Francescangeli - Psico-Home
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay, Bronze in Science/Other

Chin-Fa Tzeng - Hair Net Creative Makeup
Silver in Editorial/Fashion

Bertha Wang - Business As Usual
Silver in Editorial/Political

Chin-Fa Tzeng - Save The Ocean By Reducing Plastics
Silver in Editorial/Environmental

Fiorella Baldisserri - Morris "Il Cinemaio"
Silver in Editorial/General News

Damiano Mongelli - Theater: Suspended
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay, Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Wei Fu - Thai Protest
Silver in Editorial/General News

David Marciano - Great Prayer
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay

Dominika Koszowska - Herbalist Jan
Silver in Editorial/Personality

Chen-Chun Liu - Upstream
Silver in Editorial/Conflict

Chin-Fa Tzeng - Memoirs of Miners
Silver in Editorial/Photo Essay, Silver in People/Life Style

Sakis Vavalidis - Refugees In Greece
Bronze in Editorial/General News
Sofia Conti - Badlands
Bronze in Editorial/Environmental

James Morton - Capitalism
Bronze in Editorial/Political

Chin-Fa Tzeng - Named After Mount Fuji
Gold in Events/Wedding

Sergio Ferreira Ruiz - The Decisive Days
Gold in Events/Sport

Catia Mencacci - You Can’T Stop The Wind With Your Hands.
Gold in Events/Music

Vladimir Karamazov - The Power of Faith
Gold in Events/Other

Hsiuling Chiu - Dazzling Lantern Festival
Silver in Events/Other

Sergio Ferreira Ruiz - At The Start Line
Silver in Events/Sport

Giuseppe Soldo - The Masks of Tricarico
Silver in Events/Other

Chih Ming Chou - Fishing Boat Single Wedding
Gold in People/Wedding, Silver in Events/Wedding

Hsiuling Chiu - Skatepark Bowl Jump
Silver in Events/Sport

Xiao Shi Yu - Psychedelic Brushstrokes
Silver in Events/Music
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners

Susan Borowitz - Locked-In
Gold in Fine Art/Other

Sara Victoria Sandberg - Reflections
Gold in Fine Art/Collage

Magda Fulger - My Ancestors In My Mind
Gold in Fine Art/Collage

Katarina Muchova - Still Life of Unstill Death
Gold in Fine Art/Still Life

Malcolm Lobban - She Walks In Beauty
Gold in Fine Art/Nudes

Ahmad Kaddourah - White Door
Gold in Fine Art/Abstract

Lilyan Aloma - Ubiquity
Silver in Fine Art/Collage

Simone Arrigoni - Resonance
Silver in Fine Art/Abstract, Bronze in Science/Other

Jean-Paul Soujol - The Aesthetic of The Movement
Gold in Fine Art/Landscape

Rilind Modigliani - I Am Cronus - Devourer of Children
Gold in Fine Art/Portrait

Elmar Akhmetov - Rock With The Flow
Silver in Fine Art/Landscape

Chiara Gridelli - Lockdown, 2020
Silver in Fine Art/Portrait
Bruno Kneubuehler - Blatt-Art (Art With Leaves)
Silber in Fine Art/Special Effects

Dennis She - Not Alone
Silber in Fine Art/Landscape

William Yu - Glass Jar
Bronze in Fine Art/Nudes

Satheesh Nair - Two Towers and A Chopper, New York
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

Matty Karp - Toy City
Bronze in Fine Art/Moving Images

Brian Hunt - Trees On Hill
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Hirotaka Shindo - A Rower
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Christian Basetti - Break From Oblivion
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Rohit Rattan - Self-Expression
Bronze in Fine Art/Still Life

Zsófia Daragó - Rumination
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Tam Wai Man - Unnatural Streets
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Dorota Gorecka - Chairs
Bronze in Fine Art/Nudes
Gold/Silver/Bronze Winners

Antonio López Pérez - The Point
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

Ilya Trofimenko - Zero Shot
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Diana Rubi - Tempus
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects

William Preite - Sweet Poison
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Larry Bean - Angle of Repose
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Chiara Boschi - Anna & Caterina
Bronze in Fine Art/Portrait

Mariano Belmar Tomcilla - En La Ciudad
Bronze in Fine Art/Other

Marius Surkac - Waiting For Him
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Pokiru Sawamaru - Ainu Teachings
Silver in People/Culture, Bronze in Fine Art/Portrait

Den Reader - Other Lives
Bronze in Fine Art/Still Life

Niklaus Paul Fringeli - Nelly
Bronze in Fine Art/Nudes

Ilya Trofimenko - The Rain Is Coming
Bronze in Fine Art/Special Effects
Tom Knowles - No Life Can Survive Outside!
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Michael Knapstein - The Badlands
Bronze in Fine Art/Landscape

Dipanjan Pal - Coexistence
Gold in Nature/Aerial

Patrick Ems - Resisting The Storm
Gold in Nature/Seasons

Lilyan Aloma - Cityscape161
Bronze in Fine Art/Collage

Sharon Huang - The Alibi
Bronze in Fine Art/Abstract

Veronika Šandorová - Through The Looking Glass
Gold in Nature/Pets

Katerina Muchova - World of Jellyfish
Gold in Nature/Underwater

Steve Dean Bowden Pereira Braz Mendes - I Breathe
Bronze in Fine Art/Portrait

Christian Basetti - The Millenial Witnesses
Gold in Nature/Panoramic

Ionut Burloiu - Soul of The Earth
Gold in Nature/Landscapes

Eric Von Schulthess - All Alone
Gold in Nature/Trees
Carmen R Perez - Silent Flowers Series Two
Silver in Nature/Flowers

Stephanie Schmidt - All Our Souls Are Written In Our Eyes!
Silver in Nature/Pets

Kirill Dorofeev - Successful Fishing
Silver in Nature/Wildlife

Stefano Colombo - Whale Sharks In Spotlights
Silver in Nature/Underwater

Julio Castro Pardo - Landscapes of The World
Silver in Nature/Sunset

Roksolyana Hilevych - Pollino: A Look Into The Past
Silver in Nature/Landscapes

Juan Zas Espinosa - Refreshing
Silver in Nature/Wildlife

Chou Yihsun - Teapot Mountain
Silver in Nature/Panoramic

André Wandrei - Gimsøy In Morning Light
Silver in Nature/Seasons

Ilija Stanusic - End of Autumn
Silver in Nature/Trees

Eric Von Schultheiss - The 3 Trees In The Snow
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Nicki Gwynn-Jones - Ballerina
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife
Chin-Fa Tzeng - Panorama of Chidorigafuchi Cherry Blossom
Bronze in Nature/Panoramic

Jyuyan Lin - Enjoy The Autumn Colors
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Tetsuya Sato - Village In A Snowdrift
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Lorenzo Bensi - Crooked Tree
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Adventures of Rico - Dark Citizia
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Joyce Reinertson - Architecture of Italy With A Cat
Bronze in Nature/Pets

Luc Baekelandt - Morninglight
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife

Sartori Fabio - Ladybug In Fly
Bronze in Nature/Flowers

Chenbing-Kuan - Maiden Who Waits For Sunrise
Bronze in Nature/Panoramic

Reza Hasmath - Antarctica, The Pristineess of Nature
Bronze in Nature/Landscape

Veronika Šandorová - Spring Scent
Bronze in Nature/Pets

Hartmut Rieg - Where The Light Comes In
Bronze in Nature/Sunset
Natalia Grebesheva - Three Sisters
Bronze in Nature/Underwater

William Preite - A Winter Tale
Bronze in Nature/Landscapes

Chung Yow - Lake Baikal When Frozen
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Wu Pei Ling - A Tree In The Snow Mist
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Siar Umut Yildirim - Apocalypse
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife

Younghun Kan - Little Birth
Bronze in Nature/Underwater

Magali Chesnel - Visiting The Saline
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Tailai Obrien - Plump Hare of Autumn Harvest
Bronze in Nature/Pets

Douglas Devore - Breakthrough
Bronze in Nature/Panoramic

Antonina Savinova - Summer
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Magali Chesnel - Road Trip
Bronze in Nature/Aerial

Tanapong Inthanu - Ambiguity
Bronze in Nature/Flowers
William Shum - Sleeping Cat
Bronze in Nature/Pets

André Wandrei - Way of Light
Bronze in Nature/Sunset

Samnite Bogdanovica - A Touch of Eternity
Bronze in Nature/Flowers

Patrick Ems - Face to Face
Bronze in Nature/Pets

Yu Cheng Liu - Exploring The North Coast of Taiwan
Bronze in Nature/Landscapes

Den Reader - Green to Brown
Bronze in Nature/Seasons

Chen,hau-Ruey - Ice and Fire
Bronze in Nature/Sunset

Mok Wai Hoe - Blue Lagoon
Bronze in Nature/Underwater

Todor Tilev - Lost Into The Forest
Bronze in Nature/Trees

Linza Van Aswegen - Brutal Strength
Bronze in Nature/Wildlife

Mao Yuan Chen - Working In The Rain
Gold in People/Life Style

Chin-Fa Tzeng - Traditional Cultural Skills In Disappearance
Gold in People/Culture
Autumn Macduff - Phoenix Rising
Silver in People/Self-Portrait

Massimo Lanteri - Incredible India
Silver in People/Portrait

Shobha Gopinath - Portraits of The Eagle Hunters of Mongolia
Bronze in People/Culture

Anne Ziolo - The Shoulder
Bronze in People/Self-Portrait

Juan Zas Espinosa - Shipyard Workers
Silver in People/Life Style

Johan Gerrits - Daily Life In A Mundari Cattle Camp
Silver in People/Culture

Tsai, Yu-Ting - Our Sweet Time
Bronze in People/Family

Jose Il Ramos - Fun Under The Sun
Bronze in People/Children

Michael Potts - Most Sacred Duty
Silver in People/Family

Victoria Zabrodina - Father
Bronze in People/Life Style

Vladimir Karamazov - Home Prison
Bronze in People/Portrait

Chun Teng Lin - Concentrate
Bronze in People/Life Style
Kun Yu Lee - Wishful Thinking
Bronze in People/Culture

Wei Chiao Su - The Girl Drawing On The Window
Bronze in People/Children

Aleksandr Romanov - Younger Brother
Bronze in People/Children

Shawn Hsu - Death N Rebirth
Bronze in People/Wedding

Ximena Bares - The Beginning of Everything
Bronze in People/Self-Portrait

Chiara Felmini - Precious Notebook
Bronze in People/Life Style

Vladimir Karamazov - Last Forces
Bronze in People/Culture

Isabelle Cerf Worsham - Héloïse À La Fenêtre
Bronze in People/Portrait

Paola Gallo Balma - Il Gaucho Pol
Gold in Portfolio/Personal

Christian Basetti - Forgotten Archeology
Gold in Portfolio/Fine Art

Sara Victoria Sandberg - Imagine
Gold in Portfolio/Fine Art

Salvatore Montemagno - Suspended Lives
Gold in Portfolio/Personal
HONORABLE MENTIONS

Alesia Belavusava - Green
Nobuyuki Nishihara - Spring Breeze
Daisuke Kiyota - With The Wind
Tobias Meier - In Darkness and In Light

Brian Klutch - Wynn Hotels High Jewelry Story
Brian Klutch - London Jewelers Holiday 2020
Brian Klutch - Wynn Hotels High Jewelry Story
Natalie Pszenicki - Bag Lady

Brian Klutch - Surreal Accessories For Modern Luxury
Ha Li - Shine of Liberty’s Crown
Cheng-Hung Shih - New Year’s Greeting From Taipei 101
Shirley Wung - Fireworks of Taipei 101

Andrej Tarfila - Snowy Christmas Tree In City Center
Andrej Tarfila - Festive Snowy City Center of Ljubljana
Shirley Wung - Fireworks of Taipei 101
Christian Kleiman - Steel

John Glynn - Forth Rail Bridge
Glenn Goldman - Morris Arboretum
Louis-Philippe Provost - Canadian Museum of History
Michael Nguyen - Eyes of Concrete Bodies

Hao-Long Hsu - Different Angles Rhythm In Architecture
Franklin Neto - Echoes of Solitude
Paul Brouns - Fire Escapism IV
Chen Chao Yu - Regress, Symbiosis
Alexandros Michailidis - Happiness and Loneliness
Michele Spadafora - Ramadan
Lee Tzu Yu - Right to Health
Igor Zeiger - Project 100
Gonçalo Lobo Piocheiro - COVID-19: Nursing Home Life Good Far Beyond The Pandemic
Sebastiaan Franco - Anásha
Arthur Bauer - Kazan In February
Suzanne Stein - Kaleidoscope
Stefano Stranges - In That Year When...
Stefano Lopes Pinheiro - Crying-19. Nursing Home Life Good Far Beyond The Pandemic
Gabriele Micalizzi - We Always See The Sunset Twice
Aitor Garmendia - Inside The Spanish Pork Industry: The Pig Factory of Europe.
Suzanne Stein - Kaleidoscope
Dimitris Sideridis - Hellenikon
Katerina Kouzmitcheva - Floating Numbness
Michael Gutsche - Breaking Ice, Breaking Records
Nikolai Källchik - Life of Others
Juan Carlos Mardi - Blind Love
Eduardo Vega Hillers - Wake Up Chile
Gareth Copley - Jay Rodriguez Is Surrounded By Arsenal
Chen Che Wang - 2020 Road to Ultra Taiwan
Laurence Griffiths - Ghost Town
Tomáš Neuwirth - Dragon Boats
Svetlana Potyakalva - Autumn Drive
Daniel Åström - Huntington Beach Surfers
Tomáš Neuwirth - Dragon Boats
Ruggiero Dibenedetto - Wedding Art
Enrique Mancera - Preludio De Un Beso
Jose Ney Milla Espinosa - Casual Interventions
Tomáš Neuwirth - Labyrinth of Time
Bahar Kural - Steel Candy
Yvon Jolivet - Field of Forces
Marek Boguszak - Mind’S Eye
Bahar Kural - Postcards From New York City
Shirley Wung - The Canvas of The Earth
Steven Manolakis - Chance
Paul Brown - Irritation to Openness
Daniel Agra - Asimetrías Urbanas II
Juan Pablo Vivanco Viniegra - I Dreamt That I Went to The Circus
Marek Boguszak - Drift
Atis Barzinišas - Jewel
Takuya Yamahata - Drop Point
Barbara Zanon - Re:posed, The Life of Elsa
Barbara Zanon - The Life of Elsa
Jack Savage - The Unanswered Question
Takuya Yamahata - Malicious
Ivan Pedretti - Lost In Iceland
Hsiaohsin Chen - The Goddess Is Dancing All Night
David Martin Castan - Green Poison
Shirley Wung - Starry Sky
Christian Lindsten - Cliffs of West Sweden.
Nick Psomiadis - Scorpion Canyon
Utsumi Daisuke - Milky Way Arch
Jan Šmíd, Master Oep - Under The Milky Way Arc
Shirley Wung - The Garden Under The Flying Fireflies
Christiaan Van Heijst - Heavy Weather
Shirley Wung - A Romantic Journey Under The Fireflies
Ian Ely - Elysium
Craig Bill - Elemental
Ian Ely - Paleo Sculptura
Nina Saksman - Mothers Love
Arter Hsu - Stare
Atsushi Miyazaki - Roof Garden
Bahar Kural - Drops On My Window
Takashi Muramura - Quiet Morning
Chung-Chien Chiang - A Charming Season
Michelle Valberg - The Autumn Web
Ian Ely - Convergence
Shirley Wung - Car Track In The Sunset
Amalia Frederick - North Like South
Ian Ely - Homage
Shirley Wung - Lightning In The Sunset
Torleif Lie - Autumn's Embrace
Michelle Spadafora - Jai River
Robert Maynard - Goodwood Forest
Akinori Nanjo - Black Angel
Akira Nanjo - Where'S Waldo
Akira Nanjo - Breathe In
Daisuke Kurashima - Angel
Emilia Kashfian - The Poetry of Trees
Eriko Miura - Ball
Konstantin Killer - Underwater Dream World
Camille Briottet - Bleu
Michelle Valberg - Eye to Eye
Vlasis Rafailidis - Home Alone
Thom Trauner - The Bride At The Lake
Tim Fisher - Ruskin'S World
Lawrence D’Attilio - Earthairsea
Ursula Ferrara - Like A Private Dancer
Nicoletta Cerasomma - Eventide
Izabela Lapinska - Clinical Picture
Huang Sheng-Min - The Show of Construction Site
William Frej - Holy Week of Pulauku festival In Santa Teresa, Mexico
Ursula Ferrara - Unbroken
Gigi Chung - Achromatica
Eduardo Lopez Moreno - From Child to Adolescent

HONORABLE MENTIONS